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Abstract: Knowledge of the Racah afgebra for the higher unitary groups is ,exploited to give a
general formula for the partial widths for the direct product subgroup U(N/k) x U(k) of the
full unitary group U(N) of a given shell model vector space. This formula makes it possible to
separate the second moments of d~amical operators into the internal and external parts
which are needed for detailed applications of the spectral distribution technique. Specinc
applications are made for k = 2 (isospin) and k = 4 (Wigner supermultipIet symmetry).
Explicit expressions are given for the isospin breaking contributions to the spectral widths which
make it possible to estimate the intensities of isospin impurities in au average state of a given
isospiu. The goodness of Wiguer supe~ultiplet
symmetry is examined for the 2s-Id shell with
a detailed example, the A = 25 nuclei, for which partial widths have been calculated for
various mod&cations of the Kuo-Brown interaction to give a simple measure of the amount
of mixing to be expected between states of different space symmetry.

1. Introduction

Recently French and collaborators l -3 ) have shown that spectral distribution
methods may prove to be a powerful alternative to the conventional techniques of
“microscopic” nuclear spectroscopy with its limitations to shell model vector spaces
of manageable dimensions. The usefulness of the spectral distribution method stems
from the fact that the low-order moments of dynamical operators are usually the
most signi~c~t quan~~es. In estimating, for example, the distribution in energy
of the states of some fixed symmetry, it is sufficient to calculate the low-order moments
of the Hamiltonian, averaged over the subset of many-particle states belonging to a.
specific irreducible representation of the relevant s~etry
group. The first moments
of H give the centroids of the various irreducible representations, while the spectral
widths of the irreducible representations are governed by the second moments of W.
So far the most detailed applications of spectral ~stributio~ techniques to the higher
symmetry groups have involved the unitary groups such as U(4) and SU(3), particularly for nuclei of the Zs/ld shell 4-7). Since the average of H, Hz, . . . over an
irreducible representation u] involves a sum of diagonal matrix elements with equal
weight for all states of tfl, only the scalar (invariant) pieces of H, Hz, . . . can make
contributions to such averages. The calculation of such averages is then partic~arly
t Present address: Physics Dept., University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627.
tt Work supported

by the US National Science Foundation.
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simple when the Casimir invariants of the symmetry group in question furnish a
sufficient number of invariant operators to reproduce the averages of H and Hz.
This is the case for the direct product subgroup U(N/K) x U(k) for the full unitary
group U(N), where N is the total number of available single-particle states for the
shell model space in question, (e.g. N = 24 for the 2s-ld shell), The cases k = 4
{Wigner supermultiplet symmetry) and k = 2 (isospin symmetry) have the greatest
physical significance. Parikh “) has calculated the centroids and widths for all irreducible representa~ons of U(4) and, nuclei in the 2s-1.d shell by exploiting the fact
that averages of H and Hz over an irreducible representation [f] can be expressed
solely in terms of particle number and the Casimir invariants of SU(4). Since the
widths in general turn out to be comparable to or larger than the spacings between
the centroids of different irreducible representations, the goodness of SU(4) symmetry
for the 2s-ld shell is in question. The simple width to spacing ratios, however, cannot give a reliable measure of symmetry breaking since two overlapping representations can coexist without strong mixing. To gain a measure of the average admixings
of different irreducible representations it is important to know what part of the width
comes from intermediate states in the irreducible representation [f] itself, and what
part from states outside of u], The detailed app~cations of the spectral distribution
method require a separation of the second moments into such internal and external
parts “), These partial widths can no longer be determined from the group invariants
alone but require a knowledge of the Racah algebra of the group. The averaging over
states of an irreducible representation, however, eliminates all Wigner coefficients,
so that a knowledge of the Racah coefficients for the relevant symmetry group is
sufficient to determine the partial widths.
Since many of the symmetries associated with the vector space of the nuclear shell
model are highly approximate, it is important to develop simple a priori tests for the
goodness of nuclear symmetries which can give a measure of symmetry breaking to
be expected before a detailed decomposition of complicated n-particle functions into
irreducible represen~tions of a given symmetry group is carried out. In many cases
the realistic effective interactions used in shell model c~culations have now been fully
classified as to their irreducible tensor character under some of the higher symmetry
groups 8-1o), making it possible to compare the relative strengths of the symmetry
breaking and symmetry preserving terms of the Hamiltonian. However, it is not
clear how these strengths are best weighted. The most straightforward weighting
may give a reliable measure of symmetry breaking only for the two particle system,
while it may overestimate the extent of symmetry breaking in systems of. larger
numbers of particles ll)_ Since the spectral distribution technique serves to propagate
information from systems of small particle number to systems of arbitrary particle
number, it is particularly suited to test the goodness of nuclear symmetries in complicated many-p~ticle systems. The s~et~
breaking contribution to the width,
connecting representation Lf] to representation Lf’], gives a simple quanti~tive
measure of the amount of symmetry breaking for an average state of [jJ. The use-
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fnlness of such partial widths in estimating mixing intensities has been investigated by
Parikh and Wang r2). However, the actual calculation of partial widths to data has
been limited to very simple systems for which the shell model matrix diago~a~~zation
has been carried out and the detailed shell model wave functions are therefore known.
Since it is the aim of the spectral distribution technique to avoid complicated matrix
diagonalizations and indeed give spectral information where such diagonahzations
are impossible, it is important to be able to calculate partial widths for the higher
symmetry groups by simple techniques which do not require knowledge of wave
functions.
It is the pnrpose of this note to show that recent progress in our knowledge of
unitary group Racah coefficients has made it possible to give relatively simple expressions for the partial widths for the direct product subgroup U(~~~)X~~~)
of the full unity group U(N) of a given shell model vector space. The partial width
formula is presented in sect. 2. Some of the details of the derivation are relegated to an
appendix since they require considerable group theoretical language. The results,
however, can be expressed in terms of a few snms over products of unitary group
Racah coefficients. These sums are simple functions of the axial distances associated
with the Young tableaux for the irreducible representations tf]. They are tabulated
in appendix 2. App~cations are made for both the case k = 2 (isospin) and k = 4
(Wigner superm~~~let symmetry j_Although isospin distributions in nuclei have been
treated in great detail by alternate techniques 13), the detailed application of the Racah
algebra for the unitary groups makes it possible to give very explicit but general expressions for the isospin breaking contributions to the widths, and these are presented
in sect. 3. Although the general partial width formula For ~~~~k~ x U(k) should prove
useful in many applications of the spectral distribution method ‘), the application of
greatest interest in the present study involves its use as a simple a priori test for the
goodness of higher symmetries in nuclei. As an example it is used to test the goodness
of space symmetry (or Wigner supermultiplet) quantum numbers in the 2s-Id shell,
that is as a test of U(6) x U(4) symmetry. A detailed ap~lica~on is given in sect. 4
to the line-p~~cle system of the 2s-ld shell (A = 25) for which partial widths have
been calculated for a few of the effective interactions which have been used in successful shell model calculations in the 2s-ld shell. These partial widths give a simple
measure of the amount of mixing to be expected between states of different space
symmet~ and can thus be used to decide how (or whether) a shell model matrix for
the A = 25 system can be truncated in terms of space symmetry quantum numbers,

2. The partial width formula
The distribution in energy of the states of some fixed symmetry (specific i~ed~cib~e
representation of some s~etry
group) is determined mainly by the centroid and
the dispersion of the Hamiltonian. The centroid for the irreducible representation
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jtf], the average energy expectation value for lf], is given by

where Nf is the total number of states in ‘1, and where p stands for a complete set of
subgroup labels which specify the states of If]. The width of the spectral distribution
for u] is related to the dispersion

(2)
In order to separate the dispersion into an internal (symmetry preserving) and an
external (symmetry breaking} part, the matrix elements of Hz are split, to separate
contributions which arise from matrix elements of W o~diagonal in @‘] from those
diagonal in [f],

The so-called partial widths 02(v], [fl]) with vp’] # v], can then serve as a measure
of symmetry breaking. In particular, the ratio

x”(Cfl2Cf’l) =

~2w13Lf’l>
l?cwl) -mf ‘IN”

(41

may provide a quantitative measure of s~metry
breaking. In the limit in which
11’< 1, (perturbation theory), the ratio x2 measures the total intensity of the admixture of all states of tf’] into an average state of [f]. Even if x2 is not very small, however, its magnitude can be used to give a qualitative measure of the amount of admixture of tf’] into an average state of tf]_
The Racah algebra needed to calculate the partial widths is particularly simple
if the symmetry group is a unitary group or a direct product of unitary groups,
such as U(Q) x U(k), with L2 = ~~~, where N is the full dimension of the singleparticle shell model vector space. In the latter case the representations can be labeled
by the symmetry quantum numbers for U(Q), v] = VI.& . . .fn], with &fi = n.
The partition numberfi specifies the length of the ith row of the Young tableau which
characterizes the symmetry of the n-particle space wave function for the case k = 4
or:the space-spin wave function for the case k = 2, (fi 6 k). The representation [y]
of ,U(k) which characterizes the symmetry of the n-particle spin-isospin function
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(k = 4) or isospin function (k = 2) must be contragredient to Lf], that is [f] is
obtained from Lf] by a row w column interchange of the Young tableaux. Since [p]
is determined by Lf] it can be omitted in labelling the n-particle states: I If]p) =
1~Jc$>. The subgroup labels p have been split into two parts; a stands for a complete
set of subgroup labels for U(G), /I for a complete set of subgroup labels for U(k).
In eqs. (1) through (3) th e sum over subgroup labels is split into separate sums over
a and 8; and Nf = dim If] x dim [f], where dim If] and dim [j’] are the dimensions
of the irreducible representations of U(a) and U(k), respectively. [Useful tab~ations
can be found in the text by Wybourne 14). J
Since only the scalar [U(Q) and U(k) invariant] pieces of H, NZ can make a contribution to the averages of .EI, H2 over an irreducible representation If] ([I]), it
will be useful to decompose H into irreducible tensor components under these
unitary groups. As usual, the Hamiltonian will be expressed in terms of single-particle
creation and annihilation operators u+, a = (u’)‘. The U(a) x U(k) irreducible
tensor character of these operators is given by
.I- = t(Cz+)~ff,“‘,
a rtll = (II”;F~~~~~,wY,~~~~~~l~-~~.

(5)
The a~i~lation
operator transfo~s according to the conjugate r~presen~tions
flR-l][lk-‘],
described by Young tableaux of a single column of length a-- 1 and
k- 1, respectively. (Note that in general the conjugate representations [f] and Lf*] of
SU(Q) are related by: v] = cjc,-f& fi -fn_l,
. . ., fi -fi, 0] for m = V;fi
. . . f&) The subgroup labels ol*, p* refer to states in the conjugate subgroup representation. For the single-particle representation, and U(G) x U(4) for example,
611.= Im, and cc; = I, -ml; while pi = +ms, +m,; 1: = 3-m,, +-m,; in terms of
the usual orbital, spin, and isospin angular momentum quantum numbers. As always,
the phase factor ~(a, j9) introduced by the conjugation process is somewhat dependent
on phase conventions. Since all %a1 results of this investigation will be independent
of such phase factors (appendix l), no specific choice of phase convention needs to be
made. mote that in coupling operators u it is advantageous to use the irreducible
tensor form t(e) of eq. (5).]
Using Wigner coeflicients for the groups U(Q) and U(k), the two-particle operators
can be coupled to components of definite irreducible tensor character
[a* x u+]:$;zCf2’, [t(a) x f(a)]$$z*l,

(6)
with two possible two-particle symmetries: [f,][~J = [2][1’], or s, and ~z][~J =
{1’][2], or a, where s and a refer to symmetric and antisymmetric coupling in the
subspace of U(Q). The corresponding symmetries for the pair annihilation operators
are Lf?l[.f~l = [2”-1]il”-2], and [1”-Z][2k-1]. Finally, a (1+2)-body operator can
be expressed in terms of the basic irreducible tensor operators
fa-tCIK1l x t(a)tl~-~lCl~-~l]~~~~,

~~~~~~i~~of the type
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For shorthand purposes the symbol ‘pO will be used in place of &]Lfl:] or the
analogous one-body operators.
There are then five types of these basic operators, corresponding to the one-body
operators with 9, = [l][l*-‘]
and the four types of two-body operators corresponding to the four possible couplings, ss, aa, sa, and as, where the pair-creation
and annihilation operator symmetries refer to the subspace of U(G), with
p. = V;]j+&*] = [2][2”-1], [12][ln-2], [2][lR-2], and [12J[2*-1], respectively.
(Note that the redundant [f,J&*]
have been omitted from the labels qo.) The
coupling for the f&e types of basic operators is illustrated for the subspace of U(a)

x

I body

ro1

&!I
ss

X

=

[42n-21

+

+
~

t3”2’-“1

+
F
Fig. 1. The basic one- and two-body irreducible tensor components
trated for 62 = 6.

for the unitary group U(Q), illus-
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in fig. 1 which shows that there are in all six possible symmetries we]. The full irreducible tensor character of the basic operators is obtained by combining these with the
corresponding symmetries [Fe] for the subspace of U(k). With k = 4, for example,
ss tensors (that is, tensors with qpo = [2][2R-1]) have SU(Q) x SU(k) irreducible
tensor character which -includes the possibilities lfe] [Fe] = [42’-“][2’], [42n-2]
[212], [42”-2][O]; [21*-“][2”], [21”-2][212], [21”-2][O]; [0][22], [0][212], [O][O].
With vi] # Ifi], the irreducible representations [f,][F,] are not all self-conjugate;
but the full Hamiltonian always contains conjugate partners, such as [322n-3] and
[31Re3], with equal strength. Note also that [FO] is not related by [fe] by a row +-+
column interchange. In the above, the invariant components have been denoted by
irreducible representation labels [0] for the special unitary groups; e.g. [0] E [2R] G
[lR] for SU(Q).
The Hamiltonian is expanded in terms of the basic irreducible tensor operators

where the strength coefficients, c, can be determined for any effective (1+2)-body
interaction. The centroids, E,( [f]), are determined entirely by the components with
Ife][~e] = [0] [O]. The averages of H2 are determined by the U(Q) and U(k)
invariant parts of H2, which are related only to the intensities of the various components Lfe] [F”,,] of H, (involving sums over the subgroup labels cl0Be). They are determined by the intensity coefficients+

Since the notation for the group U(Q) x U(k) is somewhat cumbersome, the
details of the derivation of the partial width formula will be relegated to appendix 1.
The spirit of the derivation, however, will be illustrated by decomposing the average
of a much simpler operator, 6J2,into partial widths. It will be assumed that 0 can be
expressed solely in terms of spherical tensor operators; that is, the full symmetry
U(Q) x U(k) is replaced by a much simpler symmetry corresponding to some group
SU(2) or R(3). The operator 0 is assumed to be hermitian with spherical tensor decomposition
0 =

c

C(q’oJ,M,)Tg

OOJOMO

=

o+ = c

c(‘po J, M,)( - l)““T?_$O .
BOJOMO

w

The average of Co2over the states of some irreducible representation J is determined
solely by the scalar parts of O2

@“>J=pa~JoC((Po
4 Jo) (-1)“.
[2J0 + l]+

<J]][T%JOx T’“J”]0][J>,

(10)

7 In taking the average of the product of two different operators, OO’, it is necessary only to
substitute coefficients c, c’ for ‘the tensor decomposition of the two different operators.
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where

C(cpo
cPb
Jo)= c 4PoJo ~o)wl JoMO).
MO

VW

If the tensors TqoJo, (Trp’oJo) are themselves built from simpler operators of spherical
tensor rank J, and Jl, (or J1 and J;), in the sense of the operators (7), the reduced
matrix element of eq. (10) can be evaluated by recoupling techniques

<J

II [T+”

‘0 x T+hJO I” ,[ J>

= 3 U(JJ,JJ,;

=

J’O)#$U(JJ,J’J;;

2

J;J,l$u(J,J;J'J;J,J;)
1

(11)
in the pictorial notation of ref. 13); where the U-coefficients are ordinary angular
momentum recoupling coefficients (Racah coefficients in unitary form). The first
recoupling transformation, involving the sum over J’, gives the decomposition of
(IO’), into partial widths o’(J, J’). The subsequent recoupling transformations,
involving sums over J;’ and J;‘, reduce the evaluation of the matrix elements of
TtDoJoand Trp’OJoto the simpler matrix elements of one- or two-particle operators.
Specifically, if 8 is made up only of one-body operators

x

<J’lb+J”~~J~)(J~~a+J”~~J;‘)(J’~~a+J’~~J;’)<J~~a+J”~~J;‘)
[(2J; + 1)(2J; +1)-j*
U(J’J; JJ2; J;Jo)

’

U(J’J; JJ,;

J;‘J,)

U(J’J; J’J; ; Jlz’O) U(J’J; J’J; ; J;‘O) ’

where the U-coefficients in’the denominators, with J = 0, are merely convenient ways
of expressing simple dimensional and phase factors. In all applications to physical
problems, simple groups W(2) are always imbedded in higher symmetry groups.
Labels J, J’ . . . will be insufficient to specify n-particle states, and the reduced matrix
elements of u+ will be complicated functions of additional quantum numbers,
expressed in terms of the usual fractional parentage coefficients, so that nothing much
is gained by expression (12). However, if the W(2) symmetry of this simple example
is replaced by the full unitary symmetry of the shell model vector space, or by the
group U(Q) x U(k); - that is J -+ If]; - then. the reduced matrix elements of a+,
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(or [a’ x u’]) are simple constants, independent of If]. In particular, < 1[u + 11) = ~8,
where II is the number of particles in the state [f] or Lf’]. The recoupling coefficients
above are replaced by Racah coefficients for the higher unitary groups, and the
partial widths are reduced to a few simple sums if the Racah algebra for the higher
unitary groups has been worked out.
For the direct product subgroup U(Q) x U(k) of the full unitary group, the partial
width formula, which is the direct generalization of eq. (12), has the form (appendix
1):

(13b)
Here g(n) = y1if VP0denotes a one-body operator, Y(n) = -n(n- 1) if ‘p. denotes
a two-body operator [as defined in eqs. (7) and (A.l)]; similarly for P(n) and cpi.
The intensity coefficients, C, follow from the tensor decomposition of any given effective Hamiltonian and are given by eqs. (8) and (9). Besides its dependence on the
dimension factors, dimly] = dimension of the representation If] of U(Q), dim[f”] =
dimension of the representation [f”] of U(k), the partial width formula is now also a
function of the dimension factorsJrn,
where Mcf, is the dimension of the representation Lf] of the symmetric group of degree IZ (permutation group of PZparticles). These permutation group dimension factors arise from the separation of the
Wigner and Racah algebras of U(N) into separate Wigner and Racah algebras for
U(G) and U(k). The final product of Racah coefficients also splits into two factors,
the sums C and 2, involving products of Racah coefficients for the groups U(Q) and
U(k), respectively. Now, the U-coe.iIicients are Racah coefficients for the higher
unitary groups 15-I’), written in a notation 16-r8) which is a straightforward
generalization of that for the ordinary angular momentum recoupling coefficient in
unitary form. The U-coefficients in the denominators, containing the scalar representation If] = [0], again are convenient ways of writing simple dimensional and
phase factors. However, it is now particularly advantageous to express results in
terms of such ratios of U-coefficients, since final results then become independent of
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specific phase conventions chosen for the unitary group Wigner coefficients (appendix
1). The techniques used to evaluate the higher unitary group Racah coefficients 15, 1“)
also lead to results which are expressed most naturally in terms of such ratios. For the
higher unitary groups the coupling and recoupling coefficients are in general functions of multiplicity labels p. Since the direct product [f’] x LfO] is in general nut
simply reducible, the coupling of representations If’] and u,,] can yield a specific
representation [f] with a d-fold multiplicity, leading to independent coupled states
IV’~~YO~L~~P>,
with P = 1, 2, . . . d. Although the generalization of the angular
momentum calculus to the higher unitary groups is plagued by this multiplicity
problem, Biedenharn, Louck and collaborators 15) have shown that there is a
canonical resolution to the multiplicity problem. In their view the unitary group
Wigner and Racah coefficients are uniquely defined (with no arbitrariness in the
choice of p). The averaging over states of an irreducible representation, however, not
only eliminates all Wigner coefficients but also all details of the multiplicity structure.
In the partial width formula the dependence on the multiplicity labels p survives only
in a sum over p of a product of unitary group U-coefficients (appendix 2). This sum is
completely independent of any specific choices made for the multiplicity label (they
can be chosen “canonically” or in any arbitrary manner). The resultant sum is a
function only of the irreducible representation labels fi, [Note that in the present
application there is such a multiplicity labeling in only one of the four couplings
which make up the recoupling transformation implied by the U-coefficients above,
since the direct products [f] x lfi] are simply reducible in the special case when
[fi] is any two- (or one-) particle or two- (or one-) hole representation.]
The sum over multiplicity labels p reduces the quantities ,Z and 2 to simple functions I’) of the symmetry quantum numbers fi , . . ., .fn, (or fl, . . ., &) which are
determined solely by the axial distances for the Young tableaux describing Lf], (or
u]). In many cases, with [f’] # [jJ, the p-sums in the numerator of Z collapse to the
trivial value unity, and Z is then given simply by the squares of the Racah coefficients
in the denominator and hence by trivial dimension factors [see eq. (A.14)]. As a
specific example, let [f’] be related to If] in the following manner: After adding two
squares to every one of the Q-rows of the Young tableau If] for U(Q), the tableau
for v] is obtained by then removing four squares from the row labeled a, one square
from row b, one square from row c, two squares from d, e, . . . until two squares
have been removed from Q-3 different rows, where a, b, c, d, . . . stand for any of the
numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . 52, provided a # b # c # . . . . In this example [y] will be described by the notation
Lf’] = lf(a4bcd2e2. . .)I.
For SU(Q) this If’] is equivalent to the one obtained by first adding one square to
every row of If] and subsequently removing three squares from the row labeled a,
none from rows b and c, and one each from rows d, e, . . .; i.e.
[f’] = Lf(a4bcd2e2. . .)] = Lf(a3de. . .)I,
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corresponding to the cases where Lf’] is obtained from If] by the removal of 252 or
52 squares, respectively. The representations If] and If’] are connected by operators
of symmetry we], where Lfe] is made up of 2Q and B squares in the two cases. In the
specific example above, the representations If] and If’] can be connected only by
operators of irreducible tensor character we] = [42c-‘], with (p. = [2][2*-‘3; or
vof = [31R-3], with ‘p. = [2][l”-2]. Both for [42o-‘] and for [31Qm3] the representation y’I] is restricted to the single possibility: v’] = tf(aa)],that is, two squares
must be removed from row rain the first step of the recoupling process which connects
tf] to Ef’] = If(a4bcd2e2. _ .)J I n ei th er case the Racah coefhcieut describes a onedimensional unitary matrix, and its square thus has the trivial value unity. In terms
of the above notation the only nontrivial connections, with tf’] # Lf], involve the
representations of the type
If’] = lf(a%c%V

. . .)]= [f(a2cde.. .)I.

In this case the representations v] and If] can be connected by operators of irreducible tensor character yb] = [42*-“1, [2’lQV4], [322Q-3], [31R-3], and f21ce2].
The ftmctions Z (or E) for this case are tabulated in appendix 2.
The partial width formula involves a sum over all possible symmetry components
‘p. ~~~o]~~*]. In general, however, the irreducible tensor character we ] [F,]
determines the operator type cpo. Thus q. and ~(r are both restricted to the single
possibility [2][2*-‘1 if u,] = [42Q-2], f or example. There is only one combination
of symmetries Lfo] and [Fe], which can connect states tf] to r] # If], for which
the quantities Z and 8 will contain cross terms cp; # qo, namely the combination
uo][Fo] = [21R-2][21k-2]. F or such irreducible tensors the quantities 1 and 2 will
contain cross terms between the four possible types of two-body operators (see
fig. 1) and between the four types of two-body operators and one-body operators.
For the special case y-l] = lf(a3bc2d2e2. . .)I, however, the .Z for such cross terms
are simply related to the Z for which [fi] = tf;], j-J;] = y’i]; [see eqs. fA.18)
and (A.19) of appendix 21.
3. Isospin admixing
Isospin distributions have been discussed in detail 12) without the use of unitary
group Racah algebra. Centroids and spectral widths have been calculated for both
overall isospin and isospin configuration distributions by the use of the linear trace
equivalents of Wand R2, where these carrythe information contained in the invariant
parts of these operators. The detailed application of the Racah algebra for U(Q) x
U(Z), however, now makes it possible to give very explicit expressions for the partial
widths, particularly the isospin breaking contributions to the widths connecting states
T to T’ # T. If these are compared to the centroid separations they give a measure of
the amount of admixing of states T’ into an average state of T. Since theformalismis
that of discrete spectroscopy, however, and is therefore restricted to finite-dimensional
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shell model vector spaces involving only bound state single-particle orbits, such admixture coefficients give a measure only of the “internal” admixings (in the language
commonly used to discuss isospin impurities). This restriction must be kept in mind
since the “external” admixings involving scattering or continuum states are often of
greater interest.
For the ,group U(a) x U(2) the partial width formula eq. (13), ‘takes a particularly
simple form. The irreducible representations, [f] and [f] are specified by it and T:
[f] = [2*‘-r lzT]; [f”] = !‘jJJ =G[&+T, &z-T]. The quantities 2 are given in
terms of ordinary angular momentum (isospin) recoupling coefficients. The quantities
Z, which are expressed in terms of simple functions of the axial distances for the
Young tableaux for If] in appendix 2, can now be written in terms of simple functions
of ~1,T, and Q. As a specific example, the sum Z for [f] = [2*n-T12T], Lf’] =
[@c-T-l
lZT+Z
]
(i.e. T’ = Tfl),
[fO] = [221n-4]; Lfi] = [&I = [l’l, [fi*] =
[f;*] = [1R-2], and If;] = Lf;‘] = [2Bn-T-112T] (i.e. Ty = T’,’ = T) has the
simple value
T(2T+3)(52-&n-T)

(T+l)(Q-$~-T+l1)
2T(@ + T+ 1)

n(Q-1)(Ti1)(2T+1)(tn+T+2)

--*

1
(Q-2)

The sums over u;‘][fy], (T;‘, Ty), involving a few simple functions of this kind can
easily be carried out, so that the isospin partial widths can be given as functions of
n, T, and Q, in terms of the intensity coefficients C(b,,qA yb][f?,]) for the symmetry
breaking part of the interaction, H. (For the isospin case it is more natural to use the
spherical tensor label To in place of IF”,], with To = 2 or 1 for [Fe] = [4] or [2].) If
the isospin breaking part of H arises solely from the Coulomb interaction, the only
operator types which can make contributions to the partial widths are those with (i)
qpd = [l][ln-l],
effective one-body operators which give the contribution due to
interactions of the valence particles with the core, and (ii) q. = [12][1n-2] or
q. = aa (see fig. l), whose strengths are determined by two-particle matrix elements
in T = 1 states. Note that the most general charge-dependent interaction can make
contributions through operators of the type q. = sa and as; but, under the assumption that two-particle matrix elements connecting T = 1 states to T = 0 states are
negligible compared with the T = 1 Coulomb matrix elements, such terms can be
neglected; and only operators with p. = one-body, Vo] = [21”-‘1, To = 1; or
q. = aa, uo] = [21RA2], To = 1 or 2, or vo] = [2’10V4], To = 1 or 2, can make
contributions to the partial widths, connecting states T to T’. In terms of the intensity
coefficients for these components of the interaction, the partial width formulae are

02(T, T’ = T-I-1) =

x

2T+3

(Sz-+n - T)($n - T)

2T+l

3@2-- 1)(52+ 1)

C(l-body, l-body [21R-2]T0 = l)+ g

C(aa, aa[21*-‘11)

SYMMETRY

2(n-2)
- ____
[Q-2]”

12T(* + 2, C(aa, aa[21R- ‘12)
5(!&-2)

C(l-body, aa[21*-‘]l)+

+ Q2(&3)
4(Q--1)
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C(aa, aa[2 2 1“-4-p)

+ 512~~~‘~) (I-&,)C(aa,

aa[221n-4]2)

[(n+2)(2y-n+2)

- (Q+2Tg+2)]],
(14)

o’(T, T’ = Tf2)

= C(aa, aa[221R-4]T0 = 2)
x 4(2T.+5)(@-T)@-T-l)(Q-&n-T)(IR-fn-T-1).

(15)

5(2T+l)Q’(Q-3)(52+1)
Partial widths CJ~(T’,T) and (r2(T, T’) are related by simple dimensional factors,
[cf. eq. (3)]. Specifically

02(T+L T) _
c2(T, T + 1)

2Tfl
2T+3

dim [2*“-T12T]
dim [2*n-r--112(r+l)]
= (2T+1)2(~-_3n+T+2)(~n+T+2)_

c16I

(2T + 3)2(52-&z - T)($z - T)
Similarly,

02(T+2,T) = (2T+1)2($n+T+2)($z+T+3)(Q-$n+T+3)(9-$n+T+2)
02(T, Tf2)

(2T+5)2(~n-T)($z-T-1)(52-~n-T)(Q-~n-T-1)

. (“’

The intensity coefficients, C, are determined in terms of the effective single-particle
energies, s,, for protons and neutrons in the orbit j,, with degeneracy QS = (2j,+ 1),
and in terms of two-particle matrix elements between proton states. In the notation

WrstuJ = ([j,j,],JM,T

= lM,

= ~llV/[jfju]JMJT

= lMT = -l),

(20’)

where Li,jS],.7MJ denotes a normalized angular-momentum-coupled
state, antisymmetric in orbital-spin space; the intensity’coeflkients for a configurations (j,j, . . . j,
. . .>‘9 T are
C(l-body, l-body [21n-2]T0

= 1) = 2 c (A~s)2L$~(1 - $)
s

-4

c de,, As, y,
P<S
(211

29s

Ccl-body, aa[21n-2]1)
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where these follow from a decomposition of the interaction into irreducible tensor
components for U(Q) x U(2) [see, e.g. ref. “)I. (For the most general charge-dependent
interaction the proton-proton matrix elements YPPof eq. (20) must be replaced by
VP,,- V,, for To = 1 tensors, and by Vi,,+ V,,-2Y,P for To = 2 tensors.)
For the single shell case, j”, only two-body terms of irreducible tensor character
[2’1*- 4] survive. In this simple case
C(aa, aa[221R-4]1) = 3C(aa, aa[221n-4]2)
= f (JX~2J+l)@-

j&

;, (2~+1)(2J’+l)w,%)

*

W

ewn

For the If% shell, for example, the two-body Coulomb matrix elements W, have been
estimated by Jtiecke ““) from the experimentally observed Coulomb displacement
energies. To within the experimental uncertainties, the matrix elements W, with
J # 0 can be replaced by vz, the average seniority-two Coulomb matrix element.
In this approximation the above intensity coefficient is given by
C(aa, aa[221R-4]l)

= (W. - v2)’

(2i-l)(‘+‘) .
Sj(2j+1)

Janeeke’s lf% shell analysis ‘“) gives (W. - ~z),,, M 75 keV. Estimates for the
centroid separation for the 14 shell have been made by French 13); E,(T’)--E,(T)
=
0.80 MeV [T’(T’+l)T(T+l)];
and isospin admixture coefficients x2(?“, T’), as
defined in eq. (4), can easily be calculated. For the single shell case the largest admixtures are predicted for the half-full shell and T = 0. Even in this case (n = 8,
T = 0, T’ = l), the coefficient x2 is extremely small, x2 M 9 x lo- 5, corresponding
to a T = 1 admixture of only 0.009 % into an average T = 0 state of 48Cr, (based
on ayure Ifs model without core excitations). This result confirms conclusions drawn
from detailed shell model calculations on the isospin purity of low-lying states in
light nuclei 2’). Due to the long range nature of the Coulomb potential the major
contributions of the Coulomb interaction to the isospin impurities do not come from
specifically two-body effects of this two-body interaction but through the average
Coulomb potential exerted on a valence proton by the core protons. In the framework
of the present description, such effects are determined by the single-particle parameters
Acs of eq. (18). For nuclei in the 2s-ld shell, with (.s,+-.s~d&,~~~~~
= 495 keV (using
the observed ground to first excited state separation in I’F), and (E~+--_E~&,~~~~,,,,
=
871 keV (from I’O), and with the assumption that (sag-sd3) are the same for
protons and neutrons (the experimental evidence is incomplete), the one-body
intensity coefficient, C, eq. (21), has the value 0.118 MeV2. With the further assumption that two-body effects are completely negligible, the admixture coefficient
for 28Si (PZ= 12, T = 0, T’ = 1) is x2 (0, 1) = 0.0074. [Here a centroid separation,
E,(l)-E,(O),
of 2 MeV has been used; this is an average value for various effective
interactions used successfully in the 2s-5d shell “).I The predicted T = 1 admixture
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into an average T = 0 state of “Si (the half-full shell nucleus) is thus 0.74 %, which
is orders of magnitude larger than the impurities due to the specifically two-body
effects of the Coulomb interaction.
The partial width formula can also be used to calculate the internal parts of the
widths or the full spectral widths for isospin distributions. [Needed sums over Ucoefficients are tabulated in ref. 1“). ] For a purely charge-independent interaction,
(T,, = 0), the spectral widths for the configuration (j,j, . . . j, . . .)“, ’ are given by
02(T, T) =

XC(aa, aa[221n-4]To

= 0)

392(52 + l)(Q - l)(Q - 3)(9 -2)

++r(n -2)(0-+z)(&-+I

(+T2(Tf1)2(3522-7Q+6)

- 1)@+ l)(sz+2)

+T(T~1)(50-3)(52+2)~n(~n-~)+~T(T+1)~(52-1)(~+1)(52+6)}
+ C(ss, s~[42*-~]0)
522(52+ l)(G?- 1)

([n(rz+2)-4T(T+l)][(%-~n)(%++l)-T(T+l)]}

+ C(l-body, 1-body[21n- “IO)
29(52+ l)(sz- 1)
+

2C(aa, aa[2P2]0)
352Q-J- l)(LJ - 2)(Q + 1)

+ C(ss, ss[21R-2]0)
2Q(52- 1)(52+ 1)

{pl(Q+2)((D--:n)-252T(Tf

l)}

(fn(n-2)2(sz+2)(G!-+n)-(sZ+2)T2(T+1)2

([n(n+2)-4T(T+l)]

C(aa, 1-body[21n-2]0)

[(“+)T

+T(T+l)))

{+z(n-2)(52+2)(52+)

- !L@?-1)(Q+1)[6(Q-2)]3
;2T(T+1)[Q2-Q(+4)-n])
+

C(ss, 1-body[21n-2]0)
-

{(Q+2)(Q-+z)[n(n+2)-4T(T+l)l}

rn(Q
- l)(Q + 1)[2(s2 +2)-J*

- C(ss, aa[21nP2]0)
52(8--l)(Q+l)

’

([n(n+2)-4T(T+1)][~(n-2)(52-+)-T(T+1)1).
(27)

For the single j-shell only the first two terms survive. For this case the spectral width
has been given previously by French [cf. eq. (7.12) of ref. ‘“)I. In eq. (27) the intensity coefficients, C(. . . T,, = Cl), with q0 = aa, or q0 = one-body can be read from
eqs. (21)-(24) if the single-particle parameters Aq are replaced by average energies
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matrix elements of eq. (20) are replaced by:

IV, + &W;

= average T = 12-particle matrix element),

or
VFP-+ +$@p,

-i- K, + %,I*

Intensity coefficients with qn, = ss are determined by the T = 0 two-particle matrix
elements:
VPqtuJ= (&&f,JM,T
= O~V~~j~j~~~~~~~ = a),
(29)
where b,j,], Jlw, denotes a noma&zed angular momentum-coupled state, symmetric
in orbital-spin space.
The coefficient C(ss, s~[21*-~]2’~ = 0) can be read off from the coefficient
C(aa, aa[21n-2]1) of eq. (22), if the WJ are replaced by the V,, and if the coefficient
of eq. (22) is multiplied by an overall factor 2(52-2)/(Q+2).
The coefficient C(ss, s~[42o-~]1;, = 0) can be read off from the coefficient
C(aa, aa]221R-4]1) of eq. (24), if the Wj are replaced by V,, if the coefficient is
multiplied by an overall factor of 2, and if the middle term in eq. (24), involving the
double sum cJr, is rn~tip~~d by the factor (~-2)~(~+2).
The coe&cient C(ss, l-body[21n-2]?‘o = 0) follows from the coefficient C(aa,
l-body[21R-2]1) of eq. (23), if the replacements dsS + & and W, -+ k; are made,
and if the coefficient is multiplied by an overall factor [2(G?--2)/(Q+2)]*.
Finally, the coefficient C(ss, aa[21fiV2]T, = 0) follows from C(aa, aa[21R-2J1)
of eq. (22), with replacements such as WrrrrJW,,,,, + &[V,,,, W8issJf+ W&_JVssssJ’],
if the coefficient of eq. (22) is in addition multiplied by the overall factor [6(S2- 2)/
(ln_t.2)]3.
4. [U(Q) x U(4)] symmetry: An application to the A = 25 system
Although results for isospin distribution can be obtained by alternate techniques,
a detailed knowledge of the Racah algebra becomes vital if partial widths are to be
calculated by simple techniques for the higher unitary groups, U(sZ)x U(k). The
Wigner supermultiplet symmetry (k = 4) is of particular interest. The most interesting
application will involve the U(6) x U(4) symmetry of the 2s-ld shell since this is an
example of a useful symmetry for which considerable symmetry breaking must be
expected. To gain a measure of the goodness of space symmetry (or Wigner supermultiplet) quantum numbers in the 2s”ld shell, it will be advantageous to calculate
the admixture coefficients x2( ffl If’]) of eq. (4) f or re p resentations tf] corresponding
to the higher spatial symmetries. The partial width formula, eq. (13), can be used to
calculate admixture coefficients x2( u] ffl]) f or any pair of irreducible representations of U(6) x U(4), p rovided the Ha~ltonian has been decomposed into irreducible
tensor components under this symmetry group, An SU(3) x SU(4) tensor decomposition has recently been given “} for various modifications of the &o-Brown interaction

PI
Pl
101

[42* 3

f2121

lOI

t422]

PI41
KY
to1

[2212]

[2212]

[2212]

PI41
w41
WI
PI

ss

ss
ss
ss

aa

aa

aa

ad

aa

aa

aa

sa

as

sa

as

ss

ss

ss

aa

aa

aa

aa

aa

aa

aa

sa

as

sa

as

SS

t2T

w41

8s

[3223]

[3131

[3223]

1313]

~4241

TABLE 1

295.5332
7.2750
4.5497
2.0208
1.2260
0.1899

348.3933

0.0889

0

0.8000

0.0000

0.0000

2.6004

to1

~422I

13221
I311
w21
w21

PI

0

0

23.4031

15.5998

5.8005

0.8932

0‘8393

17.1158

3.7876

1.0345

0.6220

0.5662

I.0156

31.2624

4.3810

0.1787

1.1652

3.1042

2.2926

1.0190

273.9612

20.3459

0.4080

1.5765

6.4408

[O]

0.1072

0.3644

14.6614

PW

13.1478

3.6314

7.7488

0.0709

3.8548

17.5483

2.5163

22.7666

5.1526

130.7795

35.7817

31.2893

17.4882

12.5717

6.2042

0.0012

0.0000

0.8492

7.7421

0.0000

1.6059

0.0440

3.0135

7.2622

1.1252

3.1292

11.4360

0.0045

2.1753

13.1592

1.1906

3.4398

6.0175

217.9759

255.7044

3.9283
7.0419

7.9260

16.6670

0.1529

53.6804

6.2042

36.4273

KU0

0.0759

43.9453

0.0052

11.3270

BG

3749.8691

299.9841

3149.8083

359.9714

for several 2s”ld shell effective interactions

42.0133

Darmst.

of @(invariant)

63.4561

0.1056

16.2470

(Kj-12fp)

tensor decomposition

58.3168

0

0.5886

AAS b,

two-body

35.3537

WZl

ss

u21

ss

[4241

SS

SS

SS

[4241

x SU(4)

VI21

W(6)

aa
aa

ss
sa
as

aa
sa
as
aa
aa

as
aa

ss
ss

ss
ss
ss

ss
sa
as
sa
as

sa
aa

0

0

f2l"I

[2121

12121

0

0

El21

0

w21

0

P123
[2121

W21
PI21

a

0.0001
-90.2967

0

[2121

t01

PI

E3221
Dll

0.0041
0.0001

0.0005

0.0041

0.0010

0.0089

0.0195

-0.3437
-71.1218

0.0122

1.1401
0.6217

0.8419

1.1401

0.6502

0.8805

0.6800

-92.5456

-0.2700

0.0329

0.1566

1.6107

0.9122

1.6107

0.6700

1.1830

0.8689

10.9824
-31.8336

0.0898

0.0021
0.5502

0.0341

0.0021

0.1182

0.0073

0.0254

-0‘0001
- 14.7361

0.0000

0.3984
0.4682

0.4319

0.3984

0.6378

0.5884

0.8689

-49.9276

2.9232

0.0047
-328.6118
3436.7644

44.9987
44.9987

44.9987

44.9987

36.7406

36.7406

29.9981

“) A shorthand notation is used for cpo: ss stands for the (space) symmetri~symmetric
part of the interaction; i.e. ss for v. = If21 [f’z*] = 121 [25],
aa for cpa = f12] [14], sa for plo = [2] [14], and as for ~a = [fZ] [25].
s) The two-body interactions used are the following: AAS is the central interaction of Akiyama, Arima, and Sebe 24); (K-i_ 12fp) is the Kuo-Brown
interaction as modified by the Oak Ridge group 25); PW is the Kuo-Brown interaction as modified by Preedom and Wildenthal 26); Darmst. is the
Kuo-Brown interaction as modified by the Darmstadt group 27), [with V&s = Vi,,= 5,in the notation of ref. 27)]. In addition, column BG comes
from the bare G-matrix elements of Kuo 2*), column Kuo from the renormalized version of Kuo and Brown 2g).
“) For convenience, the one-body parts of H have also been expressed in terms of two-body tensors [see eq. (9) of ref. s)]. For a one-body H which
reproduces the spectrum of I70 the last two columns are converted to units of Me?@ by multipiying the column (n-l)C12
by the square of
(2.03-0.87)/6&-l),
and the column (n-l)I;r*
s by the square of -2(S,OS)/S(n-1);
n = number of 2s-ld nucleons.

sa
as

sa
a3

5

$
E

g

B
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for the 2s-ld shell. The full SU(6) x SU(4) tensor decomposition “) for these interactions can be achieved by a further coupling of the SU(3) tensor components by
means of reduced SU(6) I> SU(3) Wigner coefficients 22V23). The SU(6) x SU(4)
content is shown in table 1 for several of the effective two-body interactions which
have been used in recent 2s-ld shell calculations. The table shows only the SU(6) x
SU(4) content of the interactions, the coefficients C(C~~&~,,][~~]) of eq. (9), since
this is the quantity of primary interest in the present application. The SU(6) x SU(4)
content is obtained by summing over the SU(3) and Lo and S, and Me components
of the interactions, [the sum over a, and /I0 of eq. (9)]. For example, the space
symmetric-symmetric part of the interaction with SU(6) x SU(4) irreducible tensor
components [fO][flO] = [424][22] is obtained by summing over all central [Lo= So
= 0)components of the SU(3) irreducible representations (&,LJ~) = (44), (60), (06)
three independent (22)‘s, and (00), as well as over the tensor (Lo = So = 2) components of the representations (A,,/+,) = (33), (41), (14), (11) besides the (44), (60),
(06), (22)3, and (00) representations which make up the full SU(3) content of uO] =
[424]. (Note that [F”,] = [22] contains no components with S,T, = 10. Note also
that the interactions of table 1 are all charge independent (T,, = 0, no Coulomb contributions). SU(6) x SU(4) t ensors of the type [0][212] are therefore completely
missing since the SU(6) representation [0] contains only L,,= 0 components while
the SU(4) representation [212] does not contain S,T, = 00.)
The two-body interactions which have been singled out are those which have recently been used successfully in extensive shell model calculations in the Zs-ld shell. Table
1 includes (i) the central interaction of Akiyama, Arima, and Sebe 24); (ii) the modification of the Kuo-Brown interaction used by the Oak Ridge group 25) in their
shell model calculations in the A = 17-24 region; (iii) a somewhat more drastic
modification of the Kuo-Brown interaction obtained by Preedom and Wildenthal 2“)
from an empirical best fit to nuclei in the A = 18-22 region; and (iv) a modification
of the Kuo-Brown interaction used by the Darmstadt group [Manakos et al. “‘)I in
which the symmetric-antisymmetric and antisymmetric-symmetric parts of the KuoBrown interaction have been increased empirically by rather sizeable factors in order
to achieve a fit for the K-band separations in nuclei such as 24Mg. Table 1 also gives
the SU(6) x SU(4) content of the bare G-matrix elements of Kuo 28) and the renormalized matrix elements of Kuo and Brown 2g) The one-body part of H has been
taken from the spectrum of “0. Its SU(6) x SU(k) tensor content can be obtained
in one-body

form from

Alternately, it may be convenient to express the operators cl”, cl . s in terms of
two-body irreducible tensor operators (see table 1).
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Expressions for the centroids have been given by Parikh “). In terms of the irreducible tensor coefficients of eq. (8) the needed separation between centroids of
different Lfl (fixed n) is given by

where the U(4) Casimir invariant (G&,
is given by CJf -t-3f1 +fZ -f3 - 3Tb. The
magnitudes of c(ss [0] [0]) and c(aa[O] [0]) can be read from table 1 by taking the
square roots of the corresponding coefficients C(rows 7 and 14 of table 1, respectively);
c(ss [0] [0]) is positive, while c(aa[O] [O]) is negative for all interactions of table 1.
The case of nine particles in the 2s-ld shell (A = 25) has been singled out as a
special example. On the one hand the A = 25 system is possibly beginning to come
within reach of modern shell model computer technology without truncation of the
(2s-ldr space 30931). On the other hand, the spectra of A = 25 nuclei show well
developed rotational bands, and any understanding of the collective nature of the
states can come only from a highly limited part of the full shell model space related
to the underlying [SU(6) 3 W(3)] x SU(4) symmetry. This has recently been demonstrated by a shell model calculation “) using a truncated basis including only
nine favored SU(3) representations from each of the two highest possible spatial
symmetries, [f] = [441] and [432]. This calculation has been remarkably successful
in reproducing the experimentally observed spectra, [energy spacings, B(E2) and
B(M1) values, and the KJ nature of the three lowest positive parity rotational bands].
A vital factor in the success of this calculation, however, has been the introduction
of a (&L) dependent renormalization of the two-body interaction of the type proposed
by Harvey 32) to account for core polarization effects (in place of the 3p-lh KuoBrown renormalization terms). To gain a further understanding of such renormalization terms, it may therefore also be interesting to study the A = 25 system with a
larger part of the full shell model space and interactions which have been successful in
lighter nuclei using the full (2s-ld)” space. Since calculations in an [SU(6) ZYSU(3)]
x SU(4) basis with a much larger part of the shell model space are still prohibitively
time consuming, it will be advantageous to use spectral averaging techniques to give
at least a qualitative or semiquantitative measure of the admixtures of lower space
symmetries [f] into the higher space symmetries, particularly Lf] = [441] which is
the predominant component for the low energy part of the spectrum. For this purpose the admixture coefficients x2( [f], v]) have been calculated for the four highest
spatial symmetries If] = [441], [432], [4311], and [333], and all possible Lf’]. Results are
shown in table 2 for the interactions (l)-(4) of table 1. Although the admixture coefficients can give reliable quantitative information only when x2 < 1, in which case x2( v],
VI) measures the, total intensity of the admixture of all states of If’] into an auerage
state of If], the results of table 2 can be used as a qualitative guide to indicate how
the full shell model space can be truncated in terms of representations [f] of SU(6).

[3331

[4311]

14321

(0.017)
0.019
(0.002)
0.0002

0.077

Interaction (K+lZfp)
[4411
*

[3331

[4311]

0.050

W21

(0.0004)
0.014
(0.00007)
0.00002

*

14411

Interaction AAS

0.429
(0.092)
0.288
(0.024)

0.479
(0.107)
*

0.272
(0.001)
0.222
(0.000006)

*

0.312
(0.002)

14321

*

0.017

0.048
(0.004)
0.069
*

0.164
(0.017)
0.596
(0.128)
*
0.575

0.0002

0.037
(0.000001)
0.002

0.00002

13331

0.121
(0.0006)
0.378
(0.002)
*

f4311]

TABLE 2

0.148
(0.033)
0.507
(0.086)
0.146

0.016

0.095
(0.0006)
0.350
(0.002)
0.001

0.0005

I42211

0.052
(0.013)
0.107
(0.026)
0.781
(0.138)

0.002

0.033
(0.0003)
0.068
(0.005)
0.522
(0.003)

0.00002

133211

0.00001

0

[4213]

if’])

0.048
(0.010)

0.001

0.0001

0.031
(0.0002)

The admixture coefficient x*([fl,

“)

0.013
(0.001)
0.0005

0.0002

0.0004

0.010
(0.000007)
0

0.000002

0.000004

133131

0.00004

[32212]

0.0005

0.0007

0.002

0

0.003

0.003

0.0004

0.00003

0.000006 0.00007

0.00005

WI

0.000007

0

14151

0.00006

0.000001

[3214]

0.556
(0.241)
0.131
(0.044)
0.002

h

2.824
(1.160)
2.076
(0.642)

3.475
(1 .SOS)
*

0.827
(0.170)
0.660
(0.108)

0.967
(0.202)
*

0.346
(0.107)
0,411
*

3.424

0.0015

*

0.110
(0.018)
0.059

0.0002

1.134
(0.379)
3.922
f1.611)
*

0.492

0.353
(0.059)
X.148
(0.236)
*

1.004
(0.418)
3.427
(1.227)
0.351

0.097

0.291
(0.059)
1.063
(0.206)
0.137

0.014

0.349
(0.144)
0.744
(0.310)
5.351
(2.132)

0.005

0.001

0.103
(0.024)
0.216
(0.048)
1.560
(0.295)

0.318
(0.125)

0.003

0.002

0.095
(0.019)

0*0002

0.002

0.087
(0.024)
0.005

0.0006

0.010

0.030
(0.005)
0.0006

0.0002

0.0004

0.005

0.002

0.011

0.0006

0.0007

0.0016

0.004

0.015

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.0~4

0.0002

0.~006

are with single

0.00007

0.0~008

“) The admixture coefficient x’(~], [f’] )is defined in eq. (4). The interactions are discussed in table 1. Numbers in parentheses
particle energies (SPE) set equal to zero, (indicated only where they differ from the case SPE + 0).

[3331

[43111

H321

1441J

*

O.XSS
(0.032)
0.041
(0.007)
0.0002

Interaction Darmst.

f3331

[4311]

t4323

E4411

Interaction PW
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Table 2 shows that the two-body part of the central interaction used by AAS leads
to remarkably little mixing of different space symmetries If]. For this interaction the
mixing arises mainly from the single-particle part of H (the spin orbit term), leading
to strong admixture coefficients for only one or two cf’] for each Ifl. For the
(K+ 12fp) interaction the two-body part of the interaction makes important contributions to the symmetry breaking which reinforce the effect of the one-body spin
orbit term. However, admixture coefficients are important only for symmetries [f]
and [f’] which can be connected by tensors of [21 4] symmetry, and each If] has strong
connections to only one or two [f]. The symmetry breaking is even stronger for the
PW interaction and becomes so large for the Darmstadt interaction that the SU(6)
x SU(4) symmetry must be expected to break down completely for this interaction,
precluding a truncation of the shell model space in terms of the space symmetries
If]. For the (K+12fp) or AAS interactions, however, a truncation in terms of
quantum numbers [f] should be expected to be valid. The only symmetries with
significant direct admixtures into the dominant highest symmetry [f] = [441] are
the symmetries Lf’] = [432] and possibly [4311]. Since [432] is itself strongly connected to [4311] it should be expected that a valid truncation of the shell model space
would have to include at least the three space symmetries If] = [441], [432], and
[4311]. Since [4311] again has strong connections to [4221], and this symmetry has
strong connections to even lower symmetries, even a truncation in terms of the symmetries [441], [432], and [431 l] may be open to question. Here it becomes important
to bear in mind that the coefficients of table 2 give a measure of the admixture of
[f’] to an average state of Lf]. Since a strong subgroup symmetry, SU(3), plays an
important role, the low energy states of [441] are far from average states but are predominantly states of high SU(3) symmetry (large values of L and ,u), in particular
(I+) = (66) and (93). States of symmetry [f’] can therefore be expected to lead to
significant admixtures for the lowest states of [441] symmetry only if [j’ ] is connected
to [441], directly or indirectly, by large admixture coefficients, and only if Lf’] contains states of high SU(3) symmetry (&n). The only such states for the space symmetry [4221] come from the single SU(3) representation (1~) = (82); and SU(6)
representations of even lower space symmetry contain no states of very high SU(3)
symmetry. The detailed shell model calculations of ref. “) show that admixtures of
(2~) = (82) are quite unimportant for the three lowest rotational bands, dominated
by (I+) = (66) and (93), so that a truncation scheme based on the space symmetries
[441], [432], and [4311] should be valid. Since both [432] and [4311] contain an
SU(3) representation (2~) = (74) which has strong connections to (93) and (66)
through the simplest SU(3) symmetry breaking terms of the interaction, it must,
however, be expected that some states from both [4311] and [432] symmetries must
be included in the shell model space for the A = 25 system.
Although the partial width formula presented in this investigation does lead to a
very simple a priori test for the goodness of SU(Q) x SU(4) symmetry for a major
nuclear shell, the example of the A = 25 system does point up the additional compli-
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cations which arise if there is a strong symmetry associated with a subgroup of a higher
symmetry group. Unfortunately it has not yet been possible to derive a formula for
admixture coefficients for the representations of a subgroup imbedded in the
SU(Q) x SU(4) group of a simplicity comparable to that derived in this investigation
for the admixture coefficients for the SU(Q) x SU(4) group itself. Further work remains to be done to develop a simple, reliable, and complete a priori measure for the
admixture of group representations.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge conversations with J. B. French and J. C. Parikh
which formed the stimulus for much of this work.
Appendix 1
DERIVATION

OF THE PARTIAL

WIDTH

FORMULA

The n-particle state vectors are labeled by the irreducible representation labels of
U(Q) x U(k), I[flab>, where a stands for a complete set of subgroup labels for
U(Q), /J for a complete set of subgroup labels for U(k). Operators are built from
single-particle creation and annihilation operators with [U(a) x U(k)] irreducible
tensor character a$ = ,$‘rl’, aXs = (- 1)tl(a)+11(8)tC~~1C~:1,
with [l*] = [lR-‘] for
U(Q) and [l”] = [lk-1] for U(k). The phase factors r(a) and y(p) are as always
somewhat dependent on phase conventions. Since the final result for the partial width
formula is independent of these phase factors, no specific phase conventions need be
specified. Two-particle operators are coupled to components with definite irreducible
tensor character by

where the coefficients are full Wigner coefficients for unitary groups U(Q) and U(k),
respectively; and an analogous expression is used to construct the coupled pair annihilation operator [t(u) x t(t~)]~$~[$.
A t wo-body operator is then expanded in
terms of the basic U(Q) x U(k) irreducible tensor operators
Tmorfo’rFlo’
aoso =.s2*

~~~~C~~*l~~*~~~l~~lc~~l~~>

x ([~~*]a~*[~~]:,IP,I[~o]Bo>[u+
x a+]g;y21[t(a)
x f(a)]y;$yP.

(A-2)

where q,, is a shorthand notation for [f2] [&*I, see fig. 1. (Note that the Wigner
coefficients are free of multiplicity labels if v2]([f2]) are restricted to two- or oneparticle representations.) The Hamiltonian can be expanded in terms of the basic
irreducible tensor operators T@‘rfolCFol,[see eq. (8) af the text]. In terms of the irreducible tensor components of H, the operator H2 can be written
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(It is possible but not necessary to choose the phase factors Fj = q. Since final results
are again independent of these phase factors, no specific choices need to be made.) The
product of two U(Q) x U(k) i~educible tensors can be coupled further to resultant
irreducible tensor character [fee] iFOOl of the product tensor by means of U(Q)
and U(k) Wigner coefficients. Since the average of Hz is determined solely by the
U(Q) and U(k) invariant parts of this operator, only invariant coupled tensor operators are needed

where

~Cfol~of.fdl~bl~~l~>
= ~If~o,,f+%,d-V’“O’Wm
Lfol]-~~
6pt,peo(
- l)V(Bo’[dim[F”o]]-72~
<c~o1PocF”blP~l~o]o>
= 6E;to,E;*03

(A.51

The invariant part of H2 can then be written

where the intensity coefficient, C~~o~~~o~~~o~~, is defined by eq. (9) of the text,
and where eq. (A.41 and its inverse have been used, along with the reality of the ccoefficients.
The decomposition into the partial widths, defined in eq. (3), is then accomplished
by expressing the average of HZ in terms of

(A-7)
where we have used
([J-‘-&‘/j’, p’o+r&g**l(

_ qibd+iii8of/[f],p>
=

<[faPIT’“~~;;]6P11r~~]~~~~)~,

(A4

and the reality of the matrix elements of TrPoffo’ffol.
The sums over subgroup labels CX,
@are easily evaluated if the matrix elements of T
are expressed in terms of unitary group Wigner and Racah coefficients. The matrix
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element between two n-particle states 1~]a@> is reduced to the matrix elements of
two-particle states by the usual c.f.p. expansion, where the full y2to n-2 particle c.f.p.
is factored into two parts, one for the U(Q) symmetry, the second for the U(k)
symmetry. With k = 4, the factoring of the full c.f.p. is the familiar one into a space
and a spin-isospin part, and is given by 33a34)

[

JtrI,,
Ju;;;

*
1

([f”]~“~‘rfi]~2L2f)[~f~~>

x <[~“]B”s”T”[Ji]szT2tZfF3BsT>.

Here Mr, is the dimension of the irreducible representation If] of the permutation
group of n particles, ML,,] the dimension of Lf”] for the permutation group of n-2
particles’. The labels cii,have been introduced for the moment: Z denotes all U(Q)
subgroup labels other than L&f=,- similarly for p. If the space part of the c.f.p. is
combined with the angular moments
vector coupling coeflkient, the resultant
coefficient can be identified as a unitary group Wigner coefficient for U(Q),

<r_f”l~“L”rf& k2I}[fl~wL”~;I~, ML,ILfi~,)
= <c~“l~“cfil~zIcf~>~
similarly for the spin-isospin part of the c.f.p. In terms of such unitary group Wigner
coefficients the c.f.p. expansion for the matrix element of a two-body tensor operator
is then given by

The two-particle matrix elements of T can be evaluated from the defining eq. (A.2)
to give
<[f&z. ,&lT”“$$;~

I[-;]&

p;> = -q

_ l))l(~‘z)+w2)

~~,~,r~,,~~,,<C~~*l~~*~~~l~~l~~~]~~~~~~~*l~~*~~~l~~~~~~
6-W
t It should perhaps be pointed out that this factoring into space and spin-isospin parts, based on
the phase conventions of Jahn and Van Wieringen 33) or Elliott, Hope and Jahn 34), assumes that
the states of If1 and u] transform contragrediently under a permutation of the n particles; see, e.g.,
eq. (lC!-23) of Bohr and Mottelson 35). It is often more convenient to use space and spin-isospin
functions which transform identically under a permutation of the II particles. With this convention
the above n to n-2 particle c.f.p. must be multiplied by an additional phase factor (- 1)” ; see, e.g. a
footnote in ref. “). This phase factor is important in determining the phase of a specific matrix
element. However, since x is a function only of r],
Y; 1, and If], it can be adsorbed into the phase
conventions of the unitary group Wiguer coeibcients. Since the present applica~ons, which depend
only on averages of products of matrix elements, will be shown to be independent of such phase
conventions, all results will be independent of ;d.
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To evaluate the sums over subgroup labels a”, /?” cc2.. . it is convenient to make use
of a symmetry property of the unitary group Wigner coefficients

and the analagous relation for the U(k) Wigner coe~cients. As in all such sy~etry
relations, the phase factor must include the conjugation phase factor q(c&J but is
subject to phase conventions also in its overall dependence ,on If”], v’], and If’].
With eqs. (A.101 and (A.ll), the sums over subgroup labels of eq. (A.9) can be expressed in terms of products of three U(Q) Wigner coefficients and products of
three U(k) Wigner coefficients. Such sums can be evaluated most economically by a
generalization to the higher unitary groups of the well known result for angular
momentum vector coupling coefficients:

x 6% M, L3
=

<L,

MI

L23

1v3fL23

M,,ILM>

M23)

u(L,

~52 LL3;

k2

&3)-

(A.12)

The corresponding sum for the Wigner coefficients of the unitary group U(Q) is

= ; <Cf’l~‘rfIJl~olCfl~>,
wY’lU;i” lCflC.f21~
c”f”lcfolP).

(A.13)

Here, the U-coefficient is a unitary group Racah coefficient ls -I*) written in a
notation which is a straightforward generalization of that for the ordinary angular
momentum recoupling coefficient in unitary form. Since the direct product If’]
x yb] is in general ROEsimply reducible, both the unitary group Wigner and Racah
coefficients will depend on a multiplicity label p. The cc-sum cannot be expressed as a
product of a single Wigner and Racah coefficient but invoIves a sum over the multiplicity label p. With the use of (A.13) and the correspon_ding result for the U(k)
coefficients, the matrix element of a tensor operator TgoCfolCPol
can be put into compact
form. The result still depends on phase factors such as p( If”] Ifi’] v’]) and therefore
seems to be complicated by phase conventions. Such phase factors, however, can be
eliminated by expressing the final result in terms of ratios of Racah coefficients. Setting
we] = [OJ in eq. (A.13), we note that
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The matrix element of a U(a) x U(4) irreducible two-body tensor can then be
expressed in the following compact form

1

x

Cdim

x c

f

[fi]dim [-if

1r:fil;
rfTfolP)
1*2qrf‘Kfi7[f
‘Iff;*lrf
‘Irfa; “X31)
Nf

<ff/]~~[f~]~~l[f]~)
P

[f

p

~(r~lr~~*lr~lr~~l;
[f”l[~o]a {[~~]~~[~~]~*I[~]~>
r;$
~(r~‘lr~~*lr~lr~~l;
f3’“1Pl>

(A.15)

with P(n) = -r@1). A similar expression holds for the matrix element of a oneif the factor -n(n- 1) is replaced by S(n) = +n,
body operator (q,, ES [l][lo-I]),
and if Lf”] are interpreted as (n- 1) particle representations, while lfi] must in this
case denote the representations [l]. By expressing the final matrix element in terms
of the above ratio of Racah coefficients, the result becomes independent of specific
phase conventions chosen for the unitary group Wigner coefficients.
Although the sum over multiplicity labels complicates the evaluation of any one
specific matrix element, it will actually lead to s~plicity when such matrix elements
are averaged over an irreducible representation If]_ Using (A.15), the sum over subgroup labels in (A.7) becomes

z_af
a'@'

"~~"'l[f']~'~')([f]GIP[7"'"~~~~'I[f']cl'B'>
l@lT

csr1

= g(")~'(")r~~~,,,,~~~~~.i[

1

dim [fi]dim [fi] dim [f;]
dim [?;I

+
1

‘lrf;*lrf
lrf21;
rfxfolP)
WIf
‘1rf~*1rflrfIl~
cf;‘3rfdP’>
~~rf’lrf~~lrf‘lrf~l;
rfmm
xLZ’QOOI
r=C[f‘l~‘~f*~~~~~f
14$Cf
‘~~‘~f*l~~~rf
ICC+
xx ~~r~‘lr~~~lr~lr~~l;
fJ~l~~*lP~
~(r~lr~~*lr~lr~~l;
[~~‘I[~~~~‘)
“pz;’
wY’Ir~~*lrJ’lrm;
rmm qm_.i-;*1rf’1rm;
r.E’lr~l~
xc

U([f

pp’w-f
‘lrf~*lr~lrf~l;
rfxol)

(A.16)
The sums over subgroup labels can now be carried out, using the orthonormality
the unitary group Wigner coefficients

of

; (=g <[f‘14X&dCfl~>,<[f‘l~‘[fJ~~l[fl~>p~>
= 8ppe
dim[fl,

T ~~~[P’l~‘[~~lP~l[~]~>~<[~‘l~‘[~olPol[f’l~>~)
= 6~2dimCf.
This finally leads to the partial width formula, eq. (13) of the text.

(A.17)
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Appendix 2
TABULATION

OF RACAH

~OEFF~~~~

SUMS

Although expressions for the Racah coefficients of the unitary groups U(N)
with N > 2 are complicated by the multiplicity structure ’ 5- ‘*), the only quantities
needed in the present application are the sums zl([f’][f,,]lf];
[&*]lf2]~~‘];
lxmfllcf;‘l) of eq. (13b) involving the products of Racah coefficients of U(N)
summed over the multiplicity label p. Such sums are independent of the details of the
multip~city structure. They are functions only of N and the axial distances, Tag, where
z ab = f,--fb--a-?-b.
Compact expressions for the sums Z:have recently been derived by permutation group
techniques I”). The derivations and more general tabulations will be given elsewhere ’ “). In the present app Iication the only nontrivial case with If’J # ff] involves
the representations
[y ]

= [f(a3bc2d2e2. . .)] = [f(a2cde. . .)I,

where the notation implies that the tableau for If’] is obtained from the tableau for
tf] by first adding two squares to every row of ff], then removing three squares from
row a, one square from row b, two squares from rows c, d, e, and all remaining rows.
Similarly, lfl’] = If(&)] is the tableau obtained by removing one square from rows
a and b of the tableau for If]. The quantities t; are tabulated as functions of N and
zpb in table 3 for the special case Lf’] = lf(a3bc2d2ez . . .>I. The only representation
yb] for which it is possible to have ui(] f j-j’& V;] # &] is the representation
&] = [21N-“1. Even for this case only the sums .Z’with y’;] = Vi], V;J = lfi]
are tabulated, since the remaining possibilities can (in the special case [f’] =
[f(a3bczdae2 a e .)]) be obtained from

(A.18)

= C-~)“f~~Cf’f[~~N-21rfl~
L-f;*lLKI[f~‘l;
r&*3lNtf;‘3
~CaY’1P1N-21Cfl~
Cf;*lCfIlCJf’l;
L”f;*lDmY1)1”

(A.19)

with a, = 0 for Lfi]y;‘] = [2][2] or [12][12], and v = 1 for v;‘]v;‘] = [2][12] or
[12][2]. [Note, however, that these simple relations hold only for the special case
If’] = lf(u3bc2d2e2 . . .)]. For the case tf’] = If], for example, the sums with
V;‘] # v’], tfi] # u.3 are in general more complicated I’)-1
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TheSW.IB~(Cf'llNEfl~

Cf~*3Lf21U"l~

with [f’l =

tf~*JCf21LS;"1)

=
x with [fo] = [21Ne2], [fi*][fJ

iYIlT’3

N(N+l)

, Tab--3
nb

NtN
-- + l) or
N-k2
N(N

+

Tab-1

(Tab -2)(%b

b

l)

rll’

2(N-t-2)

b

%b(%b

(%b

-

-2)(%c
hb

Jdb

N(N
+l)IT’
%-l)nt
(%b

N-t2

+

-

1)

l)

+
1)%,(‘%

1)(%

+
+

2)

1)

1
1

I (&b - 2)(& - 3)(2,, -,-l)(2(bcf 2) ’

N(N I- 1)
N+2

= [l”-‘][l]

= [21Nm2],ffi*][fi]
= [2x-11[21

C with[fJ

N-,-2

[f(a3bc2d2e2.

b

2($ - l)&, - l)~oc(Tbcf 1j
(&b

-2>

(Q-1)

[

-k ~)(%Tc
2Zr&&bc

f

l)(Tbe
+

I)

+ 2)

(%b--2)

2(N+2)

b (z&-l)

X with [fo]= [21Ne2], [fi*][fJ= Cl”-“][l”]

’

’

. .)I”)
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3 ~~~~~n~~~

2; with [j’,J = [42N-2], [.fi*][fJ

= [i”-‘][2]
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1

(zab-3)(2,b-2)(%b+1)

[

(%b -

[

’

1)22ab

1

(zab-2)(2,b-3)(~,,+~)(~bc+2)

rfwlCfw1

-

2(2ab

?zb-2

Nit?t!ri

-

’

1)22ac(2bc

+

1)

r(Z~b+l)(Z,,+1)(~b~+2)lf

ab -1

22nb zac (zbc +I)

L

J
’

‘ix

[f “IIY’l

C with

Z with

+

l)(Tbd

+

1)

[f,,] = [221N-4], [fi*][f2] = Cl”-“][l”]

[-(ad)][f(ac)] _ ;;;I;;

Cf“1C.m

?&bc

nl

zab-2

b

zab -

[(r.,-l)(~.,-l)~b,rb~]t
1

za,

%d(Tbc

+

l)(%d

+

1)

[fo] = [322N-3], [fi*][f2] = [2”-‘][l’]

(%u? -

l)(%d
z,c

-

Tad(Tbc

l)(rbc
+

1)(%

+

2)(rbd
+

1)

+

2)

1
’
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3 (continued)

TABLE

Cf“IrY’l

Cwith

[,fo] = [31NT3], [fi*][&]

= [I”-“][2]

~(r_f’lrf~*Irflrf2l;
t-f’
‘I; CfolP>
m.f7rf~*lrslr.f2l;
CJ”J;
CfolP)
a)-z(,..)=~
C~“cmjP qf’lCf;*1Ct“lr.f;l;
WI; [Ol> mf’lr.f~*Irf’lr”Gl;
In table 3 the following

shorthand
9’

notation
=;g

(l-t-

has been used:
ljzbi)

(A:201

i#b

that is, the product

runs over the N- 2 indices i other than i = u and b.
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